CONNECTION CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL NEW AIR DEVICE IN CORRIDOR IN SAME LOCATION AS PREVIOUSLY.

IF CEPT DISCHARGE INTO TRANSFORMER, REDUCE DISTANCE BETWEEN PIPING AND TRANSFORMER TO 18 INCHES.

IF CEPT DISCHARGE INTO TRANSFORMER, REDUCE DISTANCE BETWEEN PIPING AND TRANSFORMER TO 18 INCHES.

OBTAIN FINAL INSPECTION AND SIGN OFF DOCUMENTATION FROM NASSAU COUNTY PRIOR TO BACKFILL AND...

PERFORM SOIL SAMPLING AS REQUIRED AND SUBMIT TO A CERTIFIED NEW YORK STATE ENVIRONMENTAL...

ALL REFRIGERANT PIPING SHALL BE INDIVIDUALLY INSULATED PER PIPE...

REFRIGERANT PIPE SIZE TO BE VERIFIED BY MANUFACTURER. PROVIDE...

EQUIPMENT.

MANUFACTURER APPROVED PIPING DIAGRAM.
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REFRIGERANT PIPE SIZE TO BE VERIFIED BY MANUFACTURER. PROVIDE...

EQUIPMENT.